
copper to Herod the Great.53  The mines in central Cyprus were connected directly to Paphos 
by a Bronze Age road.  There were other mines as well.  The copper was coined into currency, 
which was used to buy goods, both on and off Cyprus.  Every coin made was produced at a 
profit, especially the brass dupondius and sestertius.  The mechanism allowed Augustus to 
extract a steady tax on the economy of the eastern provinces, in an even-handed and trouble-
free manner.  No tax-gatherers were needed, and the effective tax extended outside of 
Cyprus, to the nearby Senatorial provinces, which accepted C.A and AVGVSTVS coinage at 
parity with the Senatorial coinage with the moneyor’s name around a large S.C.
 The largest denomination was the brass 34 mm sestertius of average weight c. 22.2 
grams.  Brass dupondii of about 12.6 grams also feature either a rostral or laurel wreath 
reverse.  

A brass C.A. dupondius of Cyprus produced profit for Augustus.  (11.25g)

Brass, a mixture of copper and zinc, with its golden color, was valued in coinage at nearly 
double reddish bronze.  However, its production cost was similar to that of bronze.  Its 
formulation and production were a highly profitable government secret.  In Natural History 
(xxxiii 95) Strabo (64 BC - 23? AD) apparently wrote about brass (orichalcum).  

There is a stone in the neighborhood of Andeira [Troas] which when burned 
becomes iron, and then when heated in a furnace with a certain earth distills 
pseudargyros and this with the addition of copper makes the mixture called by 
some oreichalkos. 
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53 Josephus (Ant. lud XVI 4,5) notes that Augustus sold half the output of the copper mines at Soli to Herod the 
Great for 300 talents.  Herod used this copper to produce a similar, large-scale, high seigniorage, brass and bronze 
coinage for Judea.  Reading into the Talmudʼs 3rd century AD Kiddushin 12, Herodʼs largest denomination was a 
quarter of a sestertius. The Jewish Talmud (Kiddushin 12a) written in about the 3rd century AD, a period of different 
denominations, provides an apparently slightly confused account of the denominations of Judaea during this time, 
combining Hellenistic (Base 2 with one 3) and Roman elements (Base 2).

Apparently Herod’s large bronze or brass denomination was equal to the Roman as.

The entire issue is dated to Year 3, the date of Herod’s victory over Antigonus.  “Year 3” coins may have been 
produced for many years.  Are the relatively lightweight, thin flan, fine-style denominations of Herod of a more 
brassy metal mixture than the smaller bronze ones?  They apparently took the place of the much thicker, poorly 
made, leaded-bronze coinage of Antigonus.  Metal analysis should answer this question.  Presumably, the other 
copper mines of Cyprus also fell under the direct or indirect control of Augustus.  Galen, writing in the 2nd century 
AD, tells of the imperial control and operation of the Cypriot copper mines.



Pseudargyros (Pseudo-silver) is presumably a term for zinc, while oreichalkos is orichalcum, 
brass.  
 Zinc ore was found on Cyprus as well.  Its use in refining herb medicine was noted by 
Theophrastus, Enquiry into Plants, IX, II.10. c. 300 BC.  

Zinc ores from Cyprus, which when heated in water produced carbonates and 
hydrosilicates of zinc; these stuck to the reed (calamus) with which the 
mixture was stirred, and so the name “calamine” is still applied to zinc lotions.  
Cadmia, when heated, give off zinc oxide vapor that was sublimated and 
adhered to the wall of the furnace in clusters; these consisted of oxide of zinc 
and were scraped off and known as spodium (ash).

Cypriot brass items of pre-Roman era have been found.  Some Hellenistic and Ptolemaic 
Cypriot base metal coins have yellow color characteristic of brass.
 Other denominations were struck in bronze.  A 10.5 gram as has the same style and 
CAISAR obverse legend with AVGV STVS in two lines inside the wreath.  Heavy examples noted 
in RPC may be dupondii.  The 4.8 gram CA semis, and a 2.8 gram quadrans54 with similar types 
were also struck, both in bronze.  

Augustus, bronze as, (10.33g) Cyprus, CAISAR Head right. /AVGV STVS inside laurel wreath.   
RPC 2231.  Roman Load, v-coins.

 Production of this coinage was increased in 25 BC, with a much larger percentage of 
brass coinage, about half of the vastly enlarged production.  Howgego calls this coinage Group 
II.  The new issue was struck with different obverse legends AVGVSTVS and CAESAR.  This 
second C.A issue is generally attributed to a nearby Asia Minor mint.  However, Asia was ruled 
as a proconsular province under the nominal control of the Senate.  As such, Asia would have 
been expected to have S.C or the name of a governor or official on the reverse of their 
bronze and brass.  Acceptance of this very large issue extended to Asia, Thrace, and beyond.  
This issue generally shows 12:00 die axis.  The portrait style is slightly less fine.  The borders 
of the sestertii are dotted, but the middle bronze borders are either dotted or linear. 
Howgego notes a CAISAR obverse from Group I which is paired with an AVGVSTVS reverse of 
Group II (Howgego 1e/2c; RPC2231 note).  The heavier AVGVSTVS ases of RPC 2235 are 
perhaps actually brass dupondii.  Weights listed as RPC 2235 include 13.83, 13.37 and 12.94 g.  
The weight distribution appears to be bimodal.  These coins should be examined for zinc 
content to see if they are brass or bronze, either dupondii or heavy ases.
 Eleven worn examples of the first and second C.A / AVGVSTVS coinage were recorded by 
Paphos II, but no other Roman Imperial coins of Augustus.  Five C.A / AVGVSTVS coins were 
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54 The CA quadrans is not noted in RPC I or its supplement but appears in Howgego class 1f; FITA p. 167; Six Main 
Coinages of Augustus, p. 113; and Cox, The Coinage of Tiberius in Cyprus, pp. 27, 113, #211, plate viii; Mattingly, 
CREBM I pp. 115, 708-711.  Two examples were found at Paphos II, 512 (2.50g) and 513 (3.18g).  Analysis of zinc 
content would be useful to see if these were bronze or brass.



recorded at Curium, and no Roman Imperial coins of this ruler.  In Balkan and Asia Minor finds, 
the moneyor ases and dupondii of Augustus are far more common.  The denominations from 
Paphos II include all of the Cypriot Imperial denominations of Augustus except the largest.  
(The finds include two C.A quadrans, one C.A semis, two C.A middle bronzes, four AVGVSTVS 
ases, and one uncertain as.  All but a single quadrans are quite worn.  One worn C.A as has 
the countermarks of Domitian).  Nicolaou attributes them all to Cyprus.  No other Imperial 
Roman coinage of Augustus was recorded at this site.  
 The C.A coinage circulated in Asia Minor, Syria, the Balkans, and even in the West.  The 
extensive C.A coinage met the coinage needs of Cyprus and well beyond.  Nicolaou calls all 
the C.A coinage “Cypriot Imperial Issues,” adding, “[these] are regularly found on Cyprus.”   
However, she does not expand upon the significance of this statement.
 The entire C.A coinage should be attributed to Cyprus.  The island was a source of 
copper, with experience in mass production of brass and bronze coins.  C.A or AVGVSTVS 
appears on the reverse, a designation that shows the special role of Caesar Augustus in the 
minting, and a role he did not hold in Asia Minor.  The Latin legend on all of the C.A bronzes, 
differentiates them from those of Asia Minor, which continued use of Greek on all their bronze 
during this period, and through the First Century AD.  The C.A semis and quadrans were 
apparently just for Cyprus.  
 The find evidence of Paphos II shows that the C.A and AVGVSTVS bronzes were plentiful 
enough on Cyprus to keep the Roman Imperial bronze from other mints from common 
circulation on Cyprus.5556    With the striking of Cypriot copper into the vast C.A coinage; 
Augustus collected a tax on the economy of the entire Empire.

A brass C.A. sestertius with the Civic Wreath, instead of the rostral wreath, also produced 
profit for Augustus.  (25.45g)
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55 A possible Augustan date is suggested for the coins found in the ashes in Paphos II, Room CXLVIII.  Ptolemaic and 
Roman coins were found.

56 33 CA coinage was found with late Ptolemaic coins in room XXVI.
Room XXVI, 0.6 m, except 717, on the second (lower) floor
661 Worn Ptolemaic, Æ22, 5.9g, obol
520 Augustus, CA 9.0g as
425 Cleopatra, Æ25, 4.9g, obol, headdress of Isis

717 Uncertain Æ22, 8.7g, corroded



  
A bronze as with AVGVSTVS inside a Civic Wreath is also part of the same series.  (10.84g)

 Three favorite quotations of Augustus apply to his policies for Cyprus. “A radish may 
know no Greek but I do.”  Existing Ptolemaic Greek government and currency structures of 
Cyprus were folded into the plans of the new ruler.  This occurred “as quick as blanched 
asparagus.”  The efforts occurred quickly and smoothly, under well-chosen managers who 
might have been told to “Hasten slowly.”  Because Cyprus was under the direct control of 
Augustus from 30 BC to 22 BC, one of his personal estates, the large seigniorage on the brass 
and bronze coins went directly to the personal wealth of Augustus, the richest man of his era.
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Non-export obols and hemiobol (?) of Augustus

 A sixth denomination for Augustus, the bronze obol (RPC 3904-5), was issued in 26 BC.  
The obverse has the Latin legend and bare head of Augustus.  The reverse has the Latin titles 
and consular date of Augustus around Victory on a globe.  The personification stands on a 
globe, holding a wreath and palm branch.  The Victory type may have been taken from the 
statue on top of the Roman Senate, though the pose is a very standard one for Victory.  This 
issue almost certainly celebrates the Victory of the Romans over the Egyptians at Actium.  The 
comparison with the obol of Cleopatra is notable.  The head of Ptolemaic Zeus-Ammon has 
been replaced with the head of Augustus.  Nicolaou and Amandry note the similarity of the 
portrait style with the C.A semis.  On the reverse, the Ptolemaic Eagle, holding a palm 
branch, has been replaced with Roman Victory, holding the same emblem.  The beveled, cast 
flans of this issue are of slightly lower, if more consistent, weight to those of the late 
Ptolemies, but are more compact.  The use of obols was apparently limited to just Cyprus, for 
they stood at an inconvenient relationship to the Roman as, two-thirds.

Latin legend obols have similar style to the C.A semis.  (7g)

 A puzzling issue of 17 mm bronzes apparently dates from about this time.  (RPC 3916)  
The obverse shows a Capricorn on a globe, with a star or comet before it.  The edge is 
beveled and more concave on the reverse.  The reverse has a scorpion left, with another star 
above it.  The diameter is about 17 mm and the die axis is 12:00, if the star is oriented above 
on both sides.  Neither side has any legend.  Four examples were found with late Ptolemaic 
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and Augustan bronzes below a single second century mosaic floor at Paphos II.57   Nicolaou 
suggests: 

. . . it would be more reasonable to attribute them to an uncertain mint 
(Commagene (?)), than to Cyprus, the more so since there is no strong evidence 
supporting the latter attribution.  The few specimens occurring in Cyprus may 
have come into the island through trade.

However, Hill (NC, 1917, p. 24) notes that these coins are found in quantity in Cyprus, and 
RPC I Supplement notes twenty-four examples at the Nikosia Museum in Cyprus.  The 
Capricorn / Scorpion coin is Cypriot.
 The obverse with star before the Capricorn is similar to the reverse of Augustan denarii 
(RIC 542).  Mary Frances Williams suggests that the star may be both a comet and a star.  She 
writes that Augustus interpreted “the Julian comet as a star which ratified the connection 
between Caesar and Venus.”  The Capricorn was the birth-sign of Augustus.  The other coins 
found under the same Paphos mosaic suggest a date of about this time.  Scorpions were and 
are native to Cyprus and Southeastern Europe.  
          The Scorpion on the coin is probably a second birth-sign, Scorpio.  Three important 
Imperial family members appear on coinage with Augustus:  1) Livia, 2) Caius Caesar, and 3) 
Tiberius.  Livia was born January 30th, which makes her an Aquarius.  The exact date of Caius 
Caesar’s birth in 20 BC is known to between August 14th and September 13th (Likely Virgo, 
perhaps Leo).  But, Tiberius was born on November 16th, 42 BC.  His sign was Scorpio.  
Perhaps, the coin connects to the dynastic relationship celebrated on larger double portrait 
dupondii of Tiberius and Augustus.  The 17 mm diameter and 2.68 gram average weight of the 
sixteen examples of this coin in RPC is about equal to the quadrans of Rome.
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57 More coins below a mosaic between these rooms seem to be an Augustan deposit, although there is a very worn 
coin of Claudius, perhaps from a 2nd century AD repair to the mosaic.  This is the only find of the Scorpion / 
Capricorn tesserae recorded at Paphos II.
Between Rooms XXXVIII & XVI, below the mosaic at the western wall, 0.2 m
527 Augustus, Plautius, 1/2 AD, Æ14, 3.3g, hemiobol
587 Augustan period, Capricorn / Scorpion, Æ19, 1.6g, probably a tessera
528 Augustus, Plautius, 1/2 AD, Æ16, 3.2g, hemiobol
427 Cleopatra, Æ23, 4.2g, obol, headdress of Isis
551 Claudius, Æ36, 22.8g, drachm / sestertius
529 Augustus, Plautius, 1/2 AD, Æ16, 3.1g, hemiobol
530 Augustus, Plautius, 1/2 AD, Æ18, 2.4g, hemiobol
  10 Alexander the Great, Æ18, 4.2g
428 Cleopatra, Æ25, 5g, obol
531 Augustus, Plautius, 1/2 AD, Æ18, 3g, hemiobol
330 Ptolemy XII, Æ21, 5.3g, obol, cornucopia
471 Cleopatra Æ16, 2g, hemiobol
532 Augustus, Plautius, 1/2 AD, Æ18, 3.2g, hemiobol
588 Augustan period, Capricorn / Scorpion, Æ17, 2.7g, probably a tessera
589 Augustan period, Capricorn / Scorpion, Æ18, 3.2g, probably a tessera
590 Augustan period, Capricorn / Scorpion, Æ17, 2.0g, probably a tessera



Puzzling Capricorn / Scorpion Æ17 was a hemiobol, a tessera or a quadrans.  The types are 
the birth-signs of Augustus and Tiberius.  (2.47g)
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Silver Denarii and Quinarii of Augustus, 28-22 BC

After Actium, Octavian took over Antony and Cleopatra’s minting operations at Paphos on 
Cyprus.  A steady output of similar style denarii was maintained.
Mattingly’s “Roman Imperial Civilisation” notes that:

The imperial coinage carries a wealth of type and legend, which, on closer 
investigation, is found to be very purposeful.  The coins steadily carry out to 
the world their little messages about what is happening and about what the 
Emperors have in mind . . .  [Coins] passed from pocket to pocket; and, as men 
knew that they were always changing, they would study them with a care that 
we have forgotten, to see what new thing they might have to say . . . Augustus 
presents himself as the victorious prince of peace.

 An attractive issue of several denarius types and one quinarius, with similar legends and 
fine-style portrait, belongs to the same Cypriot mint(s) as the C.A and AVGVSTVS issues.  Some 
gold is known.  The obverses have similar style portrait, and the legend CAESAR or AVGVSTVS.  
Like the bronzes with these legends and style, the die axis tends toward 12:00.  The borders 
are sometimes dotted, and the weight standard is a bit below that of Western issues.  
 The first issue of denarii, from about 28-27 BC, has a fine style head, with the Latin 
legend of Octavian, CAESAR DIVI F COS VI (RIC 545, Vagi 247).  A small Capricorn is below the 
bust, an apparent symbol that the coin came from Cyprus the personal possession of Octavian 
himself.  Suetonius would later write (Vita Augustae 94): 

After having told the astrologer Theogenes his date of birth ". . . Theogenes 
jumped up and prostrated himself before Augustus. Later on, Augustus had such 
big confidence in his astrology that he published his horoscope and issued a 
silver coin with the zodiacal sign of the Capricorn under which he was 
born . . . .

The reverse legend AEGYPT[O] CAPTA is above and below a crocodile.  RIC records the dies as 
unadjusted.  The borders are dotted.  The weight peak is 3.85 to 3.65 grams.  The obverse 
style resembles the CA coinage.  It is the first of the types with this unusual portrait style, 
and the only one struck before Octavian became Augustus, probably immediately before this.  
The reverse legend and types defiantly proclaim the Conquest of Egypt by Octavian.  A similar 
issue of Western-Mint denarii without Capricorn is also known (RIC 275).  Gold aurei with COS 
VII in the name of Augustus are known (RIC 544), as well as a unique gold medallion of four 
aurei, with reverse hippopotamus (RIC 546).
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Some Octavian / Aegypto Capta denarii have a small Capricorn below the neck have a similar 
style to the CA coinage.  (3.80g)

 Sydenham notes two basic types for the Eastern Mint denarii of Augustus.  “It probable 
that the coins were struck at more than one mint, since they exhibit minor differences in the 
style of portrait.”  He divides them into two classes.  Class 7 (a) includes 1) denarii with 
hexastyle temple, 2) those with a laurel crown with prows and 3) quinarius with Victory on 
prow left.  Class 7 (b) includes the “Young Bull” denarius and corresponding aurei.  RIC gives 
them to a Greek Mint, and Samos.  
 Reading the types in relation to the C.A coinage, the reverses of Sydenham’s Class 7 (a) 
relate to Cyprus.  The temple of Zeus Salaminios was the most important temple of the city.  
The second type, which shares obverse dies with the first, has a rostral wreath.  The quinarius 
shows a Victory on the Prow, in commemoration of the naval battle at Actium.  The more 
graceful style Young Bull coinage also has a reverse connection to Paphos.  Archaic and 
Classical era silver coins of Paphos feature a similarly posed bull, apparently of a very similar 
short-horned variety, with folds of skin on the neck.  However, bulls are a common theme 
from most ancient cultures, and this type of bull is not native to modern Cyprus.  The 
Candelabrum reverse seems closest to the Young Bull reverse.  The difference in style, which 
is matched within the C.A coinage, might reflect the types of the cities of Salamis and 
Paphos, different engravers, or a couple of years of time.
 The finest style among these types is the “Young Bull” denarius (Vagi 267, RIC 475, 
Cohen 28).  The reverse has a young bull (in some references called a heifer), and the legend 
AVGVSTVS.  The connection to the fine style C.A. bronze is noted in many references.  Many 
consider this the finest style denarius of Augustus.  Sydenham notes their “ . . . superb style 
and artistic workmanship, scarcely surpassed in the whole of the imperial series.”  The late, 
noted numismatist William Warden used this attractive coin on his business cards and 
advertisements.  Like Antony portrait denarii from Cyprus, some examples have a closed 
striking crack.  Gold aurei of this type are known.  However, gold of a different but equally 
fine style portraits facing left or right with cow left or right reverse (RIC 536-538) is perhaps 
from Asia Minor.  
 In RIC and other older references, the Young Bull issue has been tentatively assigned to 
a mint at Samos, during a visit of Augustus in 21 BC.  Instead, the issue should be attributed 
to a city with significant silver-minting facilities in the region is likely Paphos, Pergamum or 
Ephesos–in about 26 BC.  The portrait style bears only a limited resemblance to the Latin 
legend cistophorii of Asia Minor.  However, the stylistic connection to the C.A coinage is 
stronger.  Paphos would be the mint least likely to show any Senatorial influence (moneyer 
name) on a denarius.  This issue would have circulated alongside denarii from other mints 
throughout the empire.  

A fine style “Young Bull” denarius of Augustus has similar style to C.A bronzes from Cyprus.  
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A similar “Young Bull” aureus of slightly different style also similar to other C.A. and 
AVGVSTVS bronzes.  (7.90g)

A puzzling denarius appears be an issue of Cyprus from c. 27 BC.  RIC 540 has obverse legend 
CA ES AR with a portrait of youth resembling Augustus on the Young Bull denarius.  The title 
CA ES AR is the same as that of the Young Bull denarius and much of the CA coinage.  The 
entire obverse is inside an oak wreath.  Augustus had won the right to wear an oak wreath, 
the corona civica, “for saving the lives of citizens.”  The AVG VST legend is next to a 
candelabrum on the reverse, all inside a floral wreath decorated with bucrania and paterae.  
The candelabrum rests on a tripod that may be composed of ship’s prows, perhaps a version 
of the corona rostra.  There is a corresponding aureus with the same types, RIC 539.
Generations of numismatists have struggled with the attribution of this type.  Cohen 
connected the obverse head with Caius Caesar.  Many since this time have accepted this 
attribution.  Mattingly, writing in BMC Roman disagrees: 

The style and fabric of the coin are unique in the Augustan series.  There is 
something suggestive of Eastern Workmanship in the decorative character of 
the coins, but we have no definite clue to guide us.  The young head on the 
coin, with obverse legend CAESAR, rev. AVGVST. has been confidently identified 
as the young prince Gaius Caesar.  But it is hard to conceive that the title ‘C. 
Caesar Augusti f.’ could ever be rendered in so short a form, especially as that 
short form is a distinctive title of Augustus.  Failing definite proof, then, we 
must see in the young head a glorified and idealized portrait of Augustus 
himself, probably struck in the earlier part of his reign.

Mattingly drifts into speculation, but with solid conclusions:

 The exact attribution of the coin is a riddle.  A plausible guess might be 
that it was struck in Syria in B.C. 20, when Octavian spent some months there 
with Herod the Great, or perhaps in Judea by Herod himself in honor of him.  
The mint must be one that does not normally strike gold and silver, the date as 
early as possible after B.C 27.  Were the coin assigned to Gaius, it would best 
be regarded as struck after his death, in Syria.  But this attribution need not be 
very seriously considered.
 The only evidence against Eastern mintage of which we know is the finding 
of specimens of the aureus at Ambenay [Northern France] (date of burial c. 
B.C. 11.  If the find has been correctly reported, this is well nigh conclusive 
against the attribution to Gaius Caesar) and Xenten [Germany].  The style and 
general character of the coin seems decisive in favor of the East.

RIC I agrees in general:
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